CHAPTER 4,
CONVENTIONS OF THE CONSTITUTION.
"Constitutional law creates obligations in the same way as private
law, but its reactions as to persons possessed of political power are
extra-legal: revolutions, active and passive resistance, the pressure
of public opinion. The sanction is derived from the threat of these
consequences."—Vinogradoff, Outlines of Historical Jurisprudence,
Vol. I., p. 120 (Clarendon Press).
in discussing conventions as a source of constitutional law it is what is a
desirable first to examine the nature of the obligation and then to Convention
consider what compels obedience in the absence of the ordinary conSfo*,
means of enforcing a legal rule through the orders of a court   The tion?
term " convention " has been accepted, largely through the influence
of Dicey,1 to describe this kind of obligation, whether it derives from'
custom, agreement or expediency. There is, however, no necessary
connection with the notion of express agreement in the sense i&
which the term, convention, is used by international lawyers. Dicey
discussed the rules for the exercise of the royal prerogative by
Ministers of the Crown and those governing the relations between
the two Houses of Parliament, rules based on custom or expediency
rather than resulting from any formal agreement. Nowadays con-
ventional rules have a wider ambit and govern (inter aUa)tt& relations
betwegaJ&£jariQjjsjnembers States.of the British Conunoliwealfh:
Since the Statute of Westminster, 1931, the rules governing the full
competence of their Parliaments to legislate are statutory, though the
Statute gave effect to much that had hitherto rested on agreement.
5But otherwise the relations between the various States including the
United Kingdom are conventional, le. based on agreements reached
at Imperial Conferences which have been subsequently adopted by
the various Governments,2   More recently agreement has been
reached at less formal conferences, usually at meetings attended by
Prime Ministers or Ministers for Finance or External Affairs.
As well in the sphere of high policy as in the work of routine Inadequacy
administration modern government demands a high degree of
flexibility, In the case of an enacted constitution changes can be
achieved by constitutional amendment, but amendment is normally
difficult to procure, and in practice many changes are brought about
without formal modification. In this process interpretation by the
1 Law of the Constitution, 9th ed., Chap. XIV; and see Introduction, pp. xcv
et $eq,
* Report of Coherence on Operation of Dominion Legislation, 1930, pp. 19,20,
Cmd, 3479.

